Anadolu Agency (AA), is a global news agency delivering news across the world in 13 different languages; Turkish, English, Arabic, Bosnian, Russian, French, Kurdish/Sorani, Kurdish/Kurmanji, Persian, Albanian, Macedonian, Indonesian and Spanish.

AA, with 98 years of strong experience covers world affairs under various categories; politics, economics, finance, energy, sports, technology and much more.

Since 1920, AA with its long rooted history brings real-time text news, photos, infographics and video to media outlets, newspapers, websites, TV channels, public and private organizations.

Delivering news in 13 Languages

- TURKISH
- ENGLISH
- ARABIC
- RUSSIAN
- BCS (Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian)
- FRENCH
- PERSIAN
- KURDISH-SORANI
- KURDISH-KURMANCHI
- ALBANIAN
- MACEDONIAN
- SPANISH
- INDONESIAN